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NHS R&D FORUM
UPDATE
Dr Maria Palmer, Director NHS R&D Forum

Thank you
• For all your contributions in 2018
• Its been an amazing response to this year’s conference in celebration
of 70 years.
• Thank you to Health & Care Research Wales, the Welsh Government,
the HRA and all of our conference Sponsors, for their support
• The Forum is a UK-wide professional network and so it is wonderful to
highlight this here in Wales on this special year, in this great venue.
• Enjoy the rest of the conference & please complete evaluations
to inform next year’s event.
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The Forum is not only about meeting once a year for an annual
conference
Our Vision
Excellence in research management, support & leadership for high value research and for
improved health and care.

Our Mission
a) To add value to the NHS as enablers of quality research, innovation and improvement
b) To act together as a UK-wide leader, influencer and professional voice, resource centre
and facilitator of best practice to better lead, shape, promote and manage quality health
research

Our aims as a network are to
•
•
•
•
•

Lead
Shape
Help
Connect
Thrive

Achievements
•

Many of you participate in activities
through out the year to support the
work of the community.

•

The work of the Forum cannot be
undertaken without these contributions

•

Please read the list of achievements in
the Forum review. These have all been
undertaken since we last met in May
2017
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Strategic goals: to make a difference
Some key outputs launched in 2017-2018
• Resources exchange – over 450 resources
• Research for All: Best practice in research management
• New symposia events for 2018

A professional voice
• Strategic overview & contributions to policy
• Consultation responses
• An impact & influence on the direction of travel

Strategic goals: that the R&D community values and
supports the Forum
In the coming year we want to hear from you all.
• We will publish a short satisfaction survey to find out how you think the
Forum is doing
• We will ask you what the working groups should be focusing on
• We will ask you what we should prioritise as a leadership team to
support the community further, to meet our strategic aims and deliver
our goals
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In the coming year
We will also develop our learning & development programme further.

Embedding
research in a
health care
setting

Promoting
performance,
value &
impact
Leading
research
strategy in an
organisation

Building
evidence &
impact
Sponsoring &
managing
projects

Managing
research
operations
Over 7 core elements
Technical courses
Symposia
Expert pathways

Assuring
research
quality, safety
& integrity

Who does the work?
• The working groups are our engines for output.
• This year we have grown the groups to take forward work streams in areas
of interest or hot topics.
We hope this will create more outputs and connect more people.
• If there is something you need or you spot a gap, feed in!
• The Forum leadership team supports & drives the Forum as a network forward
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Your Forum
• Please continue to contribute to the Forum.
• It is your Forum and must be shaped by you
• Sign up to the Forum mailing list.
• Look out for the Forum survey
• Join a group or feed into a topic
• And join us next year…
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